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eral points that no wappear to be in
dispute between witnesses.
Ismay Begs for Time
Although Mr. Ismay urged the com
mittee to permit him to go for the
present, pleading that he was on
the verge of a nervous collapse by
reason of his experience, his request
was not granted. There will remain
as witnesses four officers and 12
members of the crew and they will be
LARGE THE FORMER PRE8IDENT 18 ENDROWNS
heard as quickly as possible. The In MISSISSIPPI
NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN BOLIDORSED BY OREGON AND
dications are that the Inquiry will not
be completed before the middle of
VAR COUNTY, MISS.
NEBRASKA.
next week.
Just before the senate committee
TO investigating the Tltannic disaster FLOOD CONDITIONS DANGEROUS CLARK GETS A DIG VOTE
met an Invalid chair was wheeled in
to the committee room. It was Har SEVERAL CITIES ARE EXPECTED
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE IS THE
old Bridge, the assistant wireless op
A
AT
INUNDATED
BE
ANY
TO
CHOICE FOR PRE8IDENT OF
erator on the Titanic, whose feet were
TIME
THE C0RN8HUCKERS.
wrenched and badly injured when he
was crushed on the life raft that
picked him up. He was sallow and
IN CAMPS DOURNE GETS
DAD DEFEAT
hollow-cheekeand lay propped up REFUGEES GATHER
with pillows, awaiting his call to the
THROUGHOUT
LEAPED FROM HEAD OF WHITE STAR LINE HAD witness chair.
THE LAND SUN. CAPTAIN SMITH
FOOD AND SHELTER ARE BEING PROGRE88IVE 8ENATOR WILL BE
DAY WILL BE HALLOWED TO
PLANNED
BRIDGE WITH CHILD IN
TO RETURN
Immediately behind Bride came J.
PROVIDED A8 RAPIOLY A8 OFSUCCEEDED BY BENJAMIN
Bruce Ismay, president of the Inter
THEIR MEMORY
HIS EMBRACE.
QUICKLY TO EUROPE.
CAN WORK
FICERS
SELLING.
national Mercantile Marine, and P. S.
Franklin, vice president of the organi
LEAD WHEN THE SHIP WAS SINKING MESSAGE WAS INTERCEPTED zation. Mr. Ismay announced before
Omaha,
ackson, Miss., April
Neb.,
NEW YORK IN THE
April 20. Colonel
hed here today that 200 persons Roosevelt seems to have been the
the inquiry began that he had given
e been drowned in Bolivar county, favorite of the republicans In the
instructions to all the lines of the
WILL BE TOP DECK WAS AWASH BEFORE COMMITTEE
MONSTER CATHEDRAL
LEARNED OF PLAN International
Mercantile
Marine, Mississippi, by the flood that swept statewide presidential preference priWHOLLY
FILLED WITH REVTHE GALLANT COMMANDER
AND CAUGHT HIM AT
which include the White Star, the through that section When the river mary held in Nebraska
yesterday,
ERENT SYMPATHIZERS
PLUNGED INTO SEA.
THE DOCK.
American, the Red Star, the Lapland, dikes broke near Beulah. Bolivar and indications are that Champ Clark
ef
and
water
the Atlantic Transport and the Do- county is covered with
was the choice of the democrats. It
minion lines, to equip all steamers forts to verify the reports are meet is believed that Roosevelt has carried
MUSICIANS HONOR COLLEAGUES TEARS
every district and that progressive
WEREJN HIS EYES GOVERNMENT IS INTERESTED with sufficient boats and raft boats ing with many obstacles. The reports
for passengers and every man of the declare many white persons were delegates have been selected both
by
crew without regard to government swept away by the deluge. Governor districts and at
IN LAST MAN WHO SAW THE OF UPPER
ORGANIZATIONS
MUSICAL
BRANCH
OF CONGRES
large.
are
6,000
Brewer was advised there
regulations.
Due to the late closing of the polls,
MANY
STATES WILL HOLD
FICER DECLARED HE WEPT
RECOMMENDS MORE STRINrefugees in camp at Cleveland and only about
The first witness was Thomas
of the vote,
FOR HIS VESSEL.
GENT SEA LAWS.
MEMORIAL MEETINGS
less
the wireless operator on the Car that the food supply will last
it is estimated, has been countei,
24 hours.
but the returns received thus far are'
pathia, who was recalled to the than
Titanic
New York, April 20. Taking re
New York, April 20 The
20.
stand.
Smith
to
Senator
clear
The
from bo many different sections of
United
sought
April
Washington,
Fifteen People Drowned
disaster will be the theme of ser- fuge on the bridge of the
Tithe state that they are believed to
States senate today adopted the up the messages that had passed be
Greenville, Miss., Avril 20. Fifteen show the
churches tanic, two little children remained by amended Martine resolution looking tween the Carpathia and the Titanic.
of
mons in hundreds
general trend of the vot
are known to have been
tomor
persons
"What was the last message sent
the side of Captain Smith until that to a more complete international regthroughout the United States
ing.
in
near
the
Benoit,
drowned last night
row. In New York the princapl me- portion of the big
Supporters of Harmon practically
ship had been ulation of ocean traffic- - The reso- to the Titanic?" asked Senator Smith.
came from the levee break
morial services will be held in the swept under water. Survivors of the lution advises the president that the
"We sent word to have its lifeboats flood that
abandoned hope at daybreak toJav
Missismagnificent new cathedral of St. John crew who went down with the Titan- senate would favor treaties with the ready," said the witness, "that our between Benoit and Beulah,
when returns from Douglas county of
i he Divine.
Bishop Greer, head of the ic, but were saved by clinging to an great martime powers to govern the lifeboats were ready and that we were sippi. The loss of life in the Delta, the Second district, In which Omaha
will reach 200.
Episcopal diocese of New York, will overturned life boat, today told of courses, speed, life savins apparatus steaming to them as fast as we it is believed,
is located, showed that the Ohio gov
officiate.
their gallant commander's effort to wireless and other equipment of oc- could."
ernor's strength here had been greatTown Under 10 F$t of Water
At Ol.l Trinity church a s1mUr mo- saVe tha' life of one of
Senator Smith asked questions to
the children. ean liners. '
overestimated
ly
by th-e20.
Water from
5,"r(5a.-- "
rn orial service will be held.
Tallulah, La., April
Trinity He died a sailor's death and the litdiscover whether any official had
were
supporters
by
surprised
greatly
Missiscrevasse
the
in
Tail
next
the
on
Dog
is to be the scene
Tuesday
tle girl who had entrusted her life
sought to keep back news of the disFrankfurt Might Have Aided
to rise here to- his showing In the First district in
continued
river
o an official memorial service under to his care
sippi
aster.
died with him.
New York,
April 20.
town is inundated from two which Mr. Bryan resides. That was
the auspices of the British consul
"Did you send any message that day. The
"He held the little girl under one before the senate Titanic investigatto ten feet deep. An appeal has been thought to be for Wilson. There regeneral and St George's society. arm," said James McGann, a
committee in a wheel chair, Har- all the passengers had been saved or made to the relief committee at New mains but little doubt that Clak has
ing
fireman,
The musical program's in most of the "as he
jumped into the sea ad en old Bride, assistant wireless operator that the Titanic was being towed to Orleans for motor boats to be used carried the First, Fourth, Fifth and
New York churches tomorrow will redeavored to reach the nearest life of the ill fated .ship, who was dis- Halifax?"
in carrying relief to those marooned probably the Sixth districts and the
flect the feeling of sorrow and grief boat
"No sir."
with the child. 1 took the ot abled in 'the rescue, testiifed today
state at large. As in most precincts
in Madison Parish.
of
over the greatest marine disaster
"Nor anything like It?"
er child into my arms as I was swept that although the North
German
the heads of the tickets were counted
God
"Nearer
my
The
hymns
history.
"No sir."
me Dnage deck. When I was Lloyd liner Frankfurt was 20 miles
first, there still la doubt as to the
Rosedale is Threatened
to Thee" and "Guide Me, Thou Great irom
"Did you know such reports were
nearer
the
Titanic
than
the
into
cold
Carpathe
In the races for nominations
water
plunged
winners
was
I
20.
Rescue
Titanlc's
the
April
Miss.,
Rosedale,
Jehovah." played by
to release my hold on the thia, no effort was made to give her being published to the world?"
to the lower offices. Early reports
increasan
with
continued
work
today
band just before the boat sank, will compelled
"No sir."
child and I am satisfied that the news of the Titanlc's sinking condied force of workers, boats going fur- g)ave former Governor Ashton C.
have prominent place. Requiem mu"If the White Star line sent a
tion.
same
thing happened to Captain
ther inland and bringing out many Shallenberger a lead over his three
sic and such numbers as Gounod's
Monday reading:
Bride testified thai Phillips, the
'Representawho were marooned by the opponents for the democratic nomiresidents
"Meese Soemnelle,TChapia's "Funer-- , Smith.
H.
J.
tive
Hughes, Huntington, W.
"I had gone to the bridge deck to! chief wireless operator, told the
the Mississippi river bank nation for United States senator. The
in
break
al March" and Handel's "Dead March"
Va: Titanic proceeding to Halifax.
assist in lowering a collapsible boat.! Frankfurt wireless man he was a
Beulah.
at
The crevasse now Is two republican aspirants for the
will be heard in many churches.
fool and had better keep out. The Passengers probably will land there
The
water
was
then
over
more
the
than
feet wide with the atorla nomination, Norris Brown and
2,000
Honor
Dead
coming
Musicians
Colleagues
Wednesday. All safe.' they did not
bridge and we were unable to launch Frankfurt, he said,, was first to an- obtain the
The water rapidly George W. Norris, insurgent loader
ends
still
caving.
Orchestral and other music organ
information on what that
swer the Titanic's signal of distress.
of the last house, seemed to be runis approaching this place.
zations throughout the United Stated! it properly. It was overturned and The reason no
"
is
from
based
you
details were given
'
will hold vmeetings during the next was used as a life raft, some 30 or
ning neck and neck.
"No."
the German ship, Bride said, was
On Benoit.
Water
few days to pay their tribute to the more of us, mostly firemen, clinging thait.
received on the
Advancing
Meager returns
"Nor
do
know
you
that it obtained
they believed her operator could
Greenville, Miss., April 20. The gubernatorial
nomination Indicate
bravery of the musicians of the Tita- to it. Captain Smith looked as If he not understand.
it from any other operator on the
levee at Nlbletts, four miles south of that Chester H. Aldrich, the present
nic's band, who went to their death was trying to keep back the tears as
Bride also testified to having re- Carpathia?"
he thought of the doomed ship.
Buelah, Miss., gave way this after- Incumbent, Is leading Jesse S. Newplaying "Nearer my God lo Thee."
"No."
"He turned to the men lowering ceived warning of icebergs in the vicOn behalf of the New York SymphoSenator Smith asked the witness if noon, Just before the wires to Benoit ton for the republican nomination.
inity and to having delivered them
ny Orchestra, Frank Damrosch today the boat and shouted, "Well, boys, to his
he
had received any message from went down, a telegraph operator on Richard L. Metcalfe and John It.
superior officers, one to Oap-taimade public the following statement: It's every man for himself.' He then
the time the Carpathia left the scene duty there said. Panic prevails Morehead, rival democratic candiSmith himself.
"In the terrible Titanic disaster in took one of the children standing by
of the disaster until It reached New among the inhabitants. Benoit is di- dates, showed about equal strength.
His Plan Failed.
which so many deeds of heroism him on the bridge and jumped into
rectly in the path of the flood from
of why Senator Smith York.
were enacted It may seem invidious the sea. He endeavored to reach the of Explanation
Result In Oregon.
"No, sir," asked Cottam. "I report- this newest break.
Michigan, chairman of the senata
to single out one group of men from overturned boat but did not succeed.
ed
the entire matter myself to the
Portland, Ore., April 20. Under the
committee named to investigate the
among many, but to musicians it That was the last I saw of Captain Titanic
o'clock
presidential
to Nct steamship Baltic at 10:30
hurried
preference
disaster,
primaries
must ever be a high gratfication that Smith."
held yesterday Theodore Roosevelt Is
to begii the Monday morning. I told them we had
York,
night
Thursday
the band of the Titanic stuck to its
McGann said Captain Smith from
the choice of the republican voteis
inquiry was made today when it be- been to the wreck and had picked up
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
post on the deck of the sinking ship, the bridge directed the lowering of came
of
s
as
we
of
as
He carried
the
Oregon.
many
a
ol
passengers
known
wireless
that
massage
playing cheering music. Those bravo the life boats. He said the story thai sent
the counties of the state. Senator
could."
J.
of
Bruce
by
Ismay,
president
hand men must have helped not a lit Captain Smith had committed suicide
Robert M. LaFollette carried MultCottam repeated his testimony of
tie In allaying panic in preserving as the Titanic went down is untrue." the International Mercantile Marine
80. SenateIn
nomah county, where
h
withsaid
he
and
had
Washington,
been
April
to
Vice
yesterday
Franklin
of
President
company
order and in keeping up the spirits
the population of the state is locate!.
out sleep throughout Sunday, Mon- session 2 p. m.
of
line
White
the
that
Star
asking
of the doomed ittssengers and crew.
AMERICANS IN PRISON
Foreign relations committee agreed President Taft carried but 10 of the
the Cedric be stopped to tak Mr. Is- day, Tuesday and until late Wednes"They had-- no idea of leaping over20. 'Demands
Washington. 'April
to
recommend adoption of amended 34 counties, running a poar 'h?rd in
Senator
afternoon.
Smith
sought
survivors
and
the
of
Titanic
day
the
may
board with life belts. They felt that have been made on the rebel authoriexto
Martine
the
resolution for international Multnomah.
have
witness
the
was intercepted by a
designate
only music could sooth the despair ties at Chihuahua by American Con- crew on board,
Under the Oregon systjoi, the 10
Opwas
act
hour
he
when
in regulation of ccean
relieved
by"
sent
to
boat
Washingof the hundreds who were about to be sul Letcher for the immediate release government
sent to the republican naerator Bride, who had been taken traffic.
delegates
ton.
from
all
forever
held
separated
they
of two Americans imprisoned there.
tional convention at Chicago are inaboard the Carpathia from the TitanHouse: Met at noon.
a
Is
Smith
Senator
quoted
today
dear."
The men have been in confinement
to vote
Considered Henry bill extending structed
for Roosevelt
in Wash- ic.
since March 16, but the American of- saying he had understood
"I don't know, sir," said Cottam in campaign publicity laws to presi- Thomas McOusker. La Follette's camsuch
had
been
that
messages
ington
ficials Jiave just learned of their
OTERO IS APPOINTED
paign manager in Oregon, leads the
and that this was one of extenuation. "I was up continuously dential candidates.
Washington, April 20. Nominations plight. Their names were not given. exchanged
ticket anion- - ;he candidates for deleand I lost track of the hours and
reasons
had
the
the
investigation
sent to the senate today by President
U was in the "cow counties'
I
to
ten
hours'
had
from
IN
SHORTAGE
of
TREASURY
gate.
without any loss
days.
eight
been started
Taft included Manuel B. Otero, colfrom the time we left the wrecx
20. The of Oregon that Roosevelt made his
N. M., April
Santa
Fe,
sleep
EXPRESS
ROBBED
OFFICE
time.
lector of internal revenue for New
board of county commissioners and strongest run with La Follette secGrand Junction, Colo., April 20.
J. Rruce Tsmay, managing director until we arrived in New York."
Mexico.
"Did Bride do any sending in that district attorney of Dona Ana county ond. Through the thickly populated
Two masked robbers secured $14,000 of the White Star lines Is to be callare In conference here today with Willamette valley district Roosevelt
in currency from the depot office of ed before the senate
investigation time?" Senator Smith asked.
HIGHER RATES SUSPENDED
and Attorney also led.
the Globe Express company
here committee now delving into the facts
"Yes, sir. He sent the list of th Governor McDonald
In Portland where the labor vote
Washington, April
shortly before midnight and gained surrounding the wreck of the Titanic. third class passengers to the cruiser General F. W. Clancy In reeard to an
In the transportation rates on cattle two' hours start of officers and a posse He probably will be summoned to tes- Chester."
alleged shortage in the office of the is strong, LaFollette was th6 choice.
,,- -v
from southwestern points to Kansas of men armed with rifles and - shot- tify in rebuttal before the day's tes"Any other message "
(county treasurer. The shortage, it 1? La Follette's visit to Portland TuesCity, Chicago and other great cattle guns.
"Several. I don't remember what said, amounts to $19,000. It is said day night, when he addressed an imtifying is over, according to Senator
markets, varying from one cent to five
The money was consigned from the Smith of MJchigan, chairman of the they were. The records are on tie to have occurred during the term of mense audience, is considered
to
cents a hundred, pounds, today were Salt Lake City office of the Globe Ex- committee, who acknowledged this Carpathia."
Oscar Lohman, the former treasu-- c
have given him Multnomah county.
suspended by the Interstate commerce press company to the Somerset Min- morning that It was the intention of
"Did you or Bride send an
message It is declared that a demand upon Wherever he spok? durine his five
commission from April 25 to August ing camp at Somerset, Colo., the sum the committee to have the White Star
Mr. Lehman's
bondsmen for this
81.
amount will be umde.
being the mining company's payroll. line's chief executive explain the sev
iTnntinued on Paw Fight)
(Continued on Page Five)
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RELIEF FUNDS FOR AID OF SHIPPEOPLE AMOUNT
WRECKED
TO MANY TH0U8ANDS.
GIVE NEWCOMERS ASSISTANCE
PENNILESS FOREIGNERS OF THE
STEERAGE GIVEN PLACES
OF SHELTER.

STEAMSHIP ROUTES CHANGED
IN

THE FUTURE THE

BIG LINERS

WILL TAlKE MORE SOUTHERLY
'"

li

'

COURSE.
'

'

h.

York,
April 20 Nearly a
has
week
passed since the Titanic,
greatest marine achievement In the
history of the world, sank in
Much of her story still is untold, and many a day will pass before the world will fully comprehend
the significance of the disaster.
The number of dead probably never will be exactly determined, Inasmuch as the complete passenger list
went down with the vessel. The number of survivors is fixed at 705 by
the report of captain Rostron of the
Carpathia. The White Star line of
flcials believe the death list totaled
Mew

mid-ocea-

approximately 1,635.
The narratives gathered piecemeal
from the liner's survivors, pay a tribute without precedent to the iavcry
of the men,' and women of these modern days, a bravery of impulse, unstudied, unassuming and instinctive
alike in steerage passenger, stoker
and millionaire.
churches
By common consent the
pultheir
aside
set
will
world
the
of
considpits tomorrow for a reverent
eration of the disaster and for
mourning for the lost
As to the needs of the living, ammade.
ple provision is rapidly being
The relief funds being) gathered in
New York and London already total
well up in the hundreds of thousands. Most of the steerage passendisgers who reached New York
have
already
and
penniless
traught
come to realize the generosity and
Clad, fed
hospitality of America.
and housed, they will be given ample
time to recover from the shock of
their experience and will start their
life in the new world with ample
funds and kindly advice of excellent
counsellors.
The most complete story of the
is being
fate yet obtained
York
New
in
by the
gathered
rapidly
members of the senate investigating
committee. The committee has already listened to the testimony of J.
Bruce Ismay, managing director of
the White Star line; Captain Rostron of the Carpathia; Charles W.
TiLlghtholder, second officer of the
others.
and
tanic,
called for today's
The witnesses
session included H. J. rfttman, third
officer of the Titanic; J. G. Roxhail,
fonrth officer; O. Lowe, also in an
official position on the Titanic, and
fifteen of the crew. The committee
has the assistance of George TJhler,
chief of the United States steamboat
H.
Inspection service and Truman
of the
was
secretary
who
Newberry,
navy under Theodore Roosevelt
The burden of testimony presented
faith
emphasizes the unquestioning
of the Titanlc's officers in her
character, the recklessness
sea
of steaming full speed through a
were
iceberg
where dangerous
(Continued on Page Pour)
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OUR

thousand pieces, which have been patiently picked out of the debris, and,
with even more patience, fitted toMAY
gether In such a manner that what is
a perfect
really patchwork appears
whole: that is, the Maddona
and
FORMER LAS VEGAS
PRIEST IS PROMOTER OF JOHNSON-FLYNChrist, but the St. John was so reONLY
CATHOLIC
CHAPLAIN
CONTE8T WILL MAKE HEADduced to dust that not one piece was
TO HAVE THAT HONOR
QUARTERS HERE.
found. The four bronze figures which
stood in the niches are now there as
Father O'Keefe, wlio rormerly was
Preliminary
preparations for the
before, and the marvelous gales whicb
pastor of the Church of the Immacu- big boxlnc encounter of July 4 are
were literally torn apart into fraglate Conception of thla city, has been now under way. E. W. Hart is drawments have been reconstructed, piece
promoted to the rank of major In Urn ing plans for the giant arena in
by piece, a perfect mosaic, an imposUnited States army. Concerning the which Jack Johnson and Jim Flynn
sibility but for old prints which gave
These Monday and Tuesday Dollar Sales are genuine money savers for all who attend
confirmation of his appointment the will contest for the heavyweight
the designs. The marblee pillars are
Leavenworth (Kan.) Times has the championship of the world. Promot
and
them. The items offered at these sales are unprecedented values and can
practically- the original
ones,
only be had
er Charles O'Malley has engaged the
where the missing chips and pieces
following to say:
the
on
days
specified.
o
floorf
La Pension
could not be found the necessary ma
Father Timothy O'Keefe, a chaplain entire lower
In the United Stales army with the hotel, corner of Sixth street and Linterlal was taken from the Inside of
CASH ONLY-Nthe pilars themselves. The only realrank of captain, now holds the grade coln avenue. This room will he used
new
as
and
are
Promoter
for
which
ly
of major. President Taft, March 21,
the doors,
things
headquarters
are of wood, but on the old model.
made the appointment and the senate Manager Jack, Curley and a small
The tower as It now stands (and as
army of sporting writers from the
April 9, confirmed his selection.
12 yds. TOWELING $1.00
$1.25 HOUSE DRESSES $1.00
it
waB when It collapsed) is 322 feet
of
the
in
one
O'Keefe
is
the
Father
newspapers
country.
only
high, the shaft, an absolute reproduc
the list of active Catholic chaplains
O'Malley this morning received a
12 yds. of good Linen Crash, bleached, either
A good variety of House dresses in either
tion, is composed of about 1,200,000
who holds thla high office There are message from Curley stating that be
or border effects, worth 10c per yard, for plain or fancy effects, good styles and materials,
plain
copper-coloreeach
1
on
handmade
In
would
bricks,
arrive
16
in
Las
the
Catholic
May
Vegas
chaplains
hpw
over a wood fire, according to anti
Monday and Tuesday, 12 yds. for
$1mOO worth 1.25 each, special, each
army. He has been an army chap- to remain until after the bout Ik
measurements.
was
que
Each
tested
Hot
to
has
10
lain for
gone
staged. Flynn
yean.
before being put in place, and If not
Chaplain O'Keefe was born Id Springs, Ark., for a brief sojourn. won the day.
6 WOMEN'S VESTS $1.00
was
10 yds. INDIA LINON $1.00
soon
matters
It
discovered
absolutely
perfect was rejected. The
that
10
and begin
Leavenworth, his parents having He will arrive here May
moved here from Cincinnati, o., is training In quarters now being pre might have been much worse than they belfry looks out over the same en
Women's silk finished vests of good quality,
A nice quality of India Linon, smooth, close
1856. He spent his early boyhood in pared for bim at the HotS prings. were; the campanile was Indeed a trancing view, one of its peculiarities
caAial
not
can
a
that
out
rubbish
being
but
that
rubbish
of
shortheap
Is
sizes and several styles, worth 20c each, texture, 32 inches wide, worth 12c
to
all
St.
arrive
Johnson
Leavenworth and graduated from
expected
t
per yard,
nnH
Tip Biin
n, Vuilln
.... hlMs
tha rnnn
ITCIIO
ICUIBI
'
Benedict's college at Atchison, and ly after Flynn's advent. He will es- came wonderful things, bells cracked
special, 6 for
special. 10 yds, for
and
old
one
$1.00
the
not
which
of
but
marble
Itodestroyed,
pieces
escaped
injury,
either at
Niagara, N. Y., university. He filled tablish headquarters
the
of all, which
the
cf
and
"Marangona,"
largest
showing
designs
shapes
on
or
rive.meroville
Galllnas
the
Santa
parishes at Raton, Las Vega's,
what had been, old bricks, bearing the was brought from Crete centuries
7Sc PETTICOATS, TWO FOR $1.00
Fe and Socorro, N. M. He also was north of the city.
14 yds. BLEACHED MUSLIN $1.00
nnmps of all the emperors, from Nero ago. Over the belfry stands the origto
will
i.as
be accompanied
Curley
an instructor in the Catholic univerUi Theodoslus, the angel avbich
stood Inal golden angel. She Is 30 feet and
w
Women's black Percaline petticoats, with
sity In Washington, D. C. At the re- Vegas by Arthur Greiner, his seen? V , IV.
I
I
A nice quality of bleached mublin, full 36 inlltit
is made of gilded copper with the
waB
mue
WP
quest of his superiors he entered the tary. These two men will look after
stitched flounce, worth 75c each, special, ches wide, worth 9c per
In bronze. The total cast
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Rome, April 20. As the Venetians
stood about the utter ruins of their,
campanile, just ten years ago, to them
It seemed irrevocably
lost,
"gone
glimmering through the dream of
things that were." In those first moments the disaster appeared Irremediable, but still there is their tower
today, refashioned just as before, and
they rub their eyes almost thinking It
all a bad dream.
The campanile fell on the morning
of July 14, 1902, and already in the
spring of the next year work had
been begun on the new structure,
but not before much time had been
lost and angry passions roused over
the form it should take and where It
should stand. One party argued that
the ancients when one of their great
buildings was destroyed did not erect
another just like It In its place, but
built the best which living architects
could produce.
They also said that
the old tower had broken the symmetry of the piazza and that thus the
slle of the new structure should be
elsewhere. The other party was for
an absolute reproduction of the old
to wore and in the old place, and It
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a tendency to lessen the waist size to
be used in reproductions of these figure and, weighted down by heavy practicable at Washington a confer- ready to concede that they have lost hattan, but either the police or the by the big lantern in front of the staowners of the buildings interfered tion house.
and admit the existence or a hip models.
ence of delegates from organizations the state. In Iowa, the Taft
lace or embroidery give a narrow
people with his
curve, it seems likely that a change in
plans. At) last he succeeded
which are engaged in the promotion have strong hopes of winning as a reOne of the fads of the season is the
The meaning of the much abused exdespite their fui'ness.
ln making a jump from the thirty-firs- t
tome
corseting is at hand. It
devices of one kind and an- and development of commerce and sult of the progressive vote being ditoweling material in its many variapression
"necessity of life'' is ex
Peplum
floor of the Bankers Trust buildgradually, of course. Women have tions. It goes under various names, other
elastic. No philologist and
of the cot- Industry in their respective districts vided between Roosevelt and Cumtremely
upon
appear
many
ing, corner Wall and Nassau streets, no court
enjoyed the freedom of the large eponge, Turkish cloth, cotton ratine, ton and linen
has ever given a clear ant
frocks, an well as upon such conference to consider the e mins.
the roof the
waist and the uncorsetd figure and
tabllshment
of a representative na
The republican state and district landing safely upon
concise defition of the term anl
Tyltyle. But, whatever the name, tow- models of silk or wool, and separate
will be unwilling to give it up. Probbuilding, while the crowd there are
eling is the family and it Is exten- blouses, too, especially those of heavy tional organization for commercld. conventions In Rhode Island will be that
probably not two individevery street ln the vicin- uals in the whole United States who
packed
ably they will never again accept sively used for whole frocks and suits lace, or lace
to
and
outline
held
development,
the
to
prinare
The
trimmed,
Wednesday.
Taft people ity cheered him with wildest enthulikely
tight lacing; ln its very strenuous and for trimmings. The Imported lin- show some kind of extension
below ciples by which it should be gov- are in control of the regular party
thoroughly agree as to what constimodes
the
of
but
this
phases,
spring en and cotton eponge, which, finer the waist line.
erned. In conformance with the In- organization and expect to win out in siasm, which warmed the cockles of tutes a "necessity of life." If an. ihis applause-hungrboth in bodices and skirts are surely and less
heart.
llustration of this fact were needed
rough than many other
Among the leading colors are the structions received Secretary Nagel, the convention. A different situation
A scene as gruesome as any depictblazing a trail to a changed silthe
of
bureau
come
in
manufactures exists in New Hampshire, where
could be found in a case which is
weaves,
it
various shades of tan, including cham- through
towelling
cnarralng
ed by Poe met the eyes of Coroner
houette and the autumn will doubtless colors and threatens to rival
now before the New York city com i.
linen pagne, hazel and straw, also nut and sent out invitations to more than one Tuesday's primaries are expected to
Hellensteln
when he entered an
bring trim waists, more definite as a material for
e
tub frocks wood browns. Rose, Indian ed, opal, thousand members and even ln the determine the complexion of the reThe question involved is whether a
curves and more elaborate skirt
apartment on the second floor of a
Insular
of
the
and summer suits.
United
possessions
woman, with a suit for separati m
publican state convention. Qovernor handsome house on Lenox
limbges blue, shrimp ard melon pink
avenue, to
draperies.
States. It is expected that a large Bass and a strong
her husStripes are in high favor and are are the high shades.
progressive follow- which he had been called by his duty. and maintenance against
Itedford cords, heavy cord diagonals, shown in all the new silks, chiffons
of
the
band pending In tha courts, can jje
organizations Invited ing in the Granite state are working
Most of the new panniers are majority
When he entered
the bedroom he
whipcords, serges, wool eponage, cottons and woollens, often with
e
0
held liable for the payment of
smobth over the hips, but some are will be represented by
legates at in the Roosevelt interests. Encour- was
and incohertweed and various mixtures in light
greeted
laughter
by
the
conference next week.
which she agreed to pay an tr1
design. Quaint and lovely strip- frankly puffy, and may become more
has been lent to their ef- ent chatter
agement
tones are the materials most used ed taffetas in soft eoler and white so.
from a young and evi- 1st
The general development of the forts by the recent
for her portrait painted by him.
Roosevelt victory dently insane woman who
for the wool tailored costumes, while are made up with
occupied When she refused to pay the art'et
plan, the determination of the basis in the neighboring state of Maine.
plain one tone silk
the bed. Sitting on the edge of the
fo rthe silk
orthree-piec- e
of organizatoin the demarkatlon of
or chiffon, and there are beautiful
sued her for the amount due, but in
In pursuance of a movement initEVER WATCHFUL
with his bowed head supportcostume taffeta, the dull finished sat- radium foulards which show
its
and
all
the
details
scope
of
Its iated by President Taft, representa- bed,
her answer the woman claimed that
stripes
ed by his hands and with his elbows
ins, a heavy cord surah or serge, in two tones with reversible surface
formation will be left entirely with tives
was liable
of
business
Little Care Will Save Many East the
organizations resting on his knees, was the form not she but her husband
several ribbed silks of bengaline or in
accredited representatives at the throughout the
law her
as
the
under
the
for
entirely different but harmonious
amount,
are
to
meet of a man, stiffened in the rigor of
country
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poplin character and tussor are all coloring. Narrow stripes prevail, but
conference. The suggestions of the in Washington
husband was compelled to provide
to
Trouble
discuss
Tuesday
death. An examination showed that
available.
there are wide ones too and one of
and the tentative plan pians ror tne formation of a
president
her with the "necessities of life."
"nation- the man, who
Watch the kidney secretions.
proved to be Louis G. Now the courts will have to decide
will
which
of
combinatoins
be
the
offered
loveliest
sent
and
for
considera- al board of trade," which shall have
Many
serge
evening models
See that they have the amber hue
Parma, a prosperous music teacher, whether a
tion and discussion by Secretary for its
taffeta and of serge and satin are across from Paris was built up of of
portrait Is or Is not a "neobject the bringing of business who conducted a
health;
conservatory on the
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more practical of the very delicate pink and white satin
intended
Nagel
to
among
life"
for a society woman.
men
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Into
inguide
touch
cessity
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with
not
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The discharge
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three-piec- e
the conference ln its deliberations. for advice and counsel In government lower floor of the same house, had
costumes and these mater- in alternating three inch stripes.
of New York are
The
suffragettes
the
admin
frequent;
been dead for 48 hours, silently
ials are combined as much as ever for
The satins and creoes have not
sedi According to the president's sugges- istration of laws, the enactment of
extensive
Contain no
preparations tor
making
guarding the young woman.
e
tion the national organization plan- new statutes and the
the
trottisg frock. Smart ilost prestige with the coming of taf- ment.
the big parade which they have
development of
on
an
Later
to
Investigation brought
coats and frocks of black taffeta, the feta and there are numerous new
for May 4. For the sake o;
Doan's Kidney Pills are especially ned should be so constituted that it commerce.
light that the dead man had guard- planned
would give the government opportunupper part of the frock being almost crepe weaves, among them certain for weak kidneys.
other
Among
large and Important ed, as he had done for many years, producing a better effect the leadeis
entirely of chiffon or marquisette, sheer light Japanese crepes in oddly
Let an East Las Vegas citizen tell ity to consult the business world of gatherings of the week will be the
of the movement have decided that
the nation on all proMems of trade annual convention of the National the secret of his life, the Bad condi- all women
promise good summer service. A exquisite block print designs which you how they work.
marching in the parade
tion of the young woman, his daughclever French idea is the braiding of sell for very high prices and have
H. A. eSelinger, 307 Grand Ave., supremacy; It should afford
Retail Grocers' Association, at Okla
wear uniform hats. It was conshall
ter
who
had
become
insane from
in the expansion of commerce homa
the black silk in biscuit soutache and great possibilities in artist hands.
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "In
City; the annual meeting of grief over the death of her beloved sidered a trifle too much to expect
M; home and abroad and should proI
stateusing for the bodice biscuit chiffon
1907,
the
the American Newspaper Publishers' mother
public
gave
them to wear uniform clothes, like
Cotton crepes and the finest of cot- January
many years ago. Prof. Parvide a means by which government
and lace partly veiled by black chif- ton
association, in New York, and the ma, anxious to hide from the world the Salvation lassies. To insure permarquisettes and cotton voiles ment in praise of Doan's Kidney
fon.
and also for the sake
are selling rapidly and figure promi Pills to the effect that I had procured officers charged with the enforce- annual convention of the Southern the condition
of his daughter, had fect uniformity
The biscuit, champagne and kind- - nently among lingerie models. They this remedy at the Center Block ment of laws could become acquaint Wholesale Grocers' association, in
of economy the suffragettes at headkept her carefully from coming in
Pharmacy and had used it with the ed with the complexities which
Montgomery.
contact with any other person. Be quarters have bought straw hats ln
in the
their administration
most satisfactory results. My trouble
Of Interest in church and educalarge quantities and are trimming
It should give ad- tional circles will be the
was principally from pain and lame- business world;
them in a uniform manner, with a
unveiling
ness across my kidneys and I am glad vice to congress in framing new stat- of a statue of Bishop
view of selling them, fully trimmed,
Carroll at
to say that Doan's Kidney Pills com utes affecting trade and commerce
to the prospective marchers at 39
Georgetown university. Bishop Carpletely relieved me. At Intervals I and should aid the government ln the roll was the founder of the university
cents a piece.
have had slight recurrences of pain Intelligent and impartial
develop- - and the flrgt
Cathollc bishop an(1
in my back but Doan's Kidney Pills ment of domestic and foreign trade.
archbishop in the United States.
have never failed to prove effective.
In some respects the plan suggestThe anniversary of the birth of
You will look a good while before
Whenever anyone has questioned me ed by the president is similar to thit General Grant will be made the occa
you find a better medicine for coughs
and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
regarding my former testimonial, 1 upon which the German system of slon for the customary memorial exIt not only gives relief
Remedy.
have urged a trial of Doan's Kidney
ercises and banquets in various parts
it cures.
Try it when you have a
Pills. I know that this remedy lives
of the country next Saturday. Presicough or cold, and you are certain
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My
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to be pleased with the prompt cure
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take no other.'
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CARDINAL FARLEY 70 YEARS OLD
If you bad a medicine that wouio memorial exercises in Galena, 111., tarrh. Two
New York, April 20. Cardinal Far strengthen the liver, the stomach, the the old home of General Grant.
years ago I
had one foot
ley celebrated the seventieth anniver- kidneys and the bowels, and at the
ln the grave.
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don of Harry Dunn, who is serving a
his residence from all parts of the
EH riieii count
We ask you to buy the first bottle life term in the prison at Waupun. specialist in
St. Louis,
world.
on the money-bacplan, and you will Dunn was convicted of the murder of and took
Cardinal Farley was born ln Ire
ask your druggist to sell you the sec Emil Leber, a Milwaukee saloonkeepThere is no better Ice mam
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er, August 3, 1S9S. He was convicted
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He became blsbop
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There is nothing else made like pardon is asked chiefly on the ground
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In 1895 and archbishop of New York
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from
the
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suffering
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,
has saved my life. It Is the best raedi- - proof that WG have done
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distance of stony road. Is to take It
at reduced speed after releasing the
clutch. The distance should be estiESTABLISHED 1879.
mated so that it will not be necesPublished By
sary to throw in the clutch in the mid
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
die of the stony part which would
(Incorporated)
necessitate a fresh start while on
the stones.
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR
In case of a long distance of stony
road, when It would be impossible to
"coast" over the entire distance the
best thing io do is to throw in the
first speed going over the stony part
Entered at the poatoflice at Kast slowly. It may be explained that as
Vegaa, NewMexloo, for transmis the shocks of the road increase with
sion through the United States mails the increased speed of the car, the
as second class matter.
cutting of the tires by the sharp
stones will be reduced to minimum
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today.
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SWAT THE FLY
The season of the year has arrived
when it becomes the patriotic duty of

it is not apparent to the casual onlookers, for on the surface all appears serene and harmonious.
Senate
After reading of petitions and routine preliminaries, the following bills
were introduced:
Senate Bill No. 99. by Evans, prt
Committee o.
hlbitlng gambling.
state affairs.
Sneate Bill No. lOOfi by Clark, fixing
fees to be charged by the secretary
of state. To finance committee.
Senate Bill No. 101, by Page, providing for the election of a district
court for McKinley county in . November. The measure carries the
emergency clause. To committee on
judiciary.
Senate Bill 10k, by Page, by request
requiring rnV.roads to file
with the corporation commission.
Senate Bill No. 103, by Page, an act
to repeal Section 6065 of Compiled
Laws of 1897, relating to the creation
of new precincts.
Senate Bill No. 104, by Barth, pres- criblng qualification of electors, pro
viding for registration, etc.

The following bills were Introduced
House Bill No. 104, by Carter, relating to the powers of mayors of Incorporated cities, towns and villages.
The act confers the powers of a police magistrate on mayors. To state
affairs.
House Bill No. 10f, by Nichols, an
act to prevent the detention or restraint of any female In a house of ill
slave act.
fame. It Is an
To state affairs.
:

anti-whit- e

tanic's surviving crew as they
to depart on the Lapland
Generous merchants and others had
fitted them out with clothes, hats,
brushes, razors and other things to
gether with money for their immedl-ate needs. Other money will be sent
later by the relief committee.
Ismay Begins to "Squeal."
J. Bruce Ismay discussed with Interviewers the work of the senate investigating committee which he characterized as "brutally unfair." He
said:
'T cannot understand this senatorial
inquiry They are going at it in a
ioner that seems unjust, and the injustice lies heaviest upon me. Why,
I cannot even protect myself by having my counsel ask questions. Don't
misunderstand me by thinking I mean
questions calculated to twist witnesses up; on the contrary, questions
tending to simplify involved meanings."
His Conscience is Clear
Discussing his departure from the
Titanic, Mr. Ismay said:
"I have searched my mind--1 with
deepest care. I have thought long
over each single incident that I could
recall. I am a sure that I did nothing
that I should not have done. My
conscience is clear, and I have not
been a lenitent judge of my sets.
"I tell you that if I thought that in
the slightest way I had done anything
wrong I would neevr have another
happy moment. I took the chance of
escape when it came to mo. I did not
seek it. Every woman and child had
been cared for before I left :he boat.
President was a "Passenger"
"And more, all the men within
reach had been taken care of before
I took my turn. And why shonldn t
I take my turn? There are
only two
clasges on a ship, the crew and th?
passengers. I was a passenger.
"It is true I am president of the
company, but I didn't consider my
self any different from the rest of the
passengers. I took no other man's
pie-par-
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known to threaten and the remarkable calmness of passengers and
crew.

The Titanic's fate already has rec
sulted in action by the
lines to insure liners taking a course
far to the south, where the Iceberg
danger will no longer be present. The
lines, it is announced, have agreed
on a new "long" course, which dips
far to the south of the Titanic's
course.
trans-Atlanti-

New Route Mapped Out.

There is little disposition to criticise Captain Smith for following the
ocean lane in which he met nisastet
He showed caution, according to the
naval hydrographers, In steering a
course well to the south of the regular southern lane. The northern
course, used by vessels from July to
January, crosses the grand banks in
latitude 45 north, four degrees further north than the southern or "long
course," in which the Tltatnic met
Its, fate. The Tlttanlc was 60 miles
south of the regular southern course
and was even In danger of collision
with eastbound steamers.
The new route eastbound provides
that steamships dip to latitude 38.20
on the first third of their course,
New
making a total distance from
York to Fastnet of 3,000 miles, where
the distance now is reckoned at
miles. The loss of time on the
new course will be about nine hours
for a 24 knot boat. Boats of the
14 hours
Olympic class may be 11 or
will
gan,
longer in crossing. They
weather
clear
in
having
however,
most of the time, avoiding delays from

i
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Telephone or dall and we will have our demonstrator
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every American to swat the fly and
House Bill No. 106, by Nichols, an
on swating him from cellar to
act to prohibit any person from ac.met, "from early morn 'til dewy
cepting or receiving any part of the
in any and every possible man-He- r
earnings of prostitutes. This is anor
whether by main strength
other
slavery act. To slate
..ntific method.
affairs.
We are going to hear a good deal
House Bill No. 107, by Campbell, an
'uCjtlles this coming summer. In
to provide for a Hen upon live- act
iJ.ic seasons crusades against
sTock for the services
bf stallions,
these pernicious little disease carriers
boars and rams. To comhulls,
jacks,
) ave
been prosecuted with more or
AND
mittee on livestock.
itss vigor, but this year the war is
$3.90
act
an
Rill
108,
House
"o.
by Burg,
CASH
to be waged in a systematic, scicnti-f- i
to empower the governor to call on
smanner. Down south they have al
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE. $13.00
the militia in case of an emergency.
and oar
We purchased several carloads of thin beautiful dinner-warready started swatting the fly. The
act drafted by Attorney
is
enabled tbe manufacturer to give as an exclusive design
the
This
rn
purchase
health authorities of Georgia, Florida
id
very low price. We are charging- part of the cost to "advertising
cost
a
of the
ask you to pay percentage of tbe actual
and
General Clancy to meet the emergen
:pense."
f It In of aonly
and Louisiana are putting up posters
hpatitlful "Cosmos" ricsitrn and cannot be dnnllaated In
cies that might occur on the Mexican
uamy ror iesa man si in any reuui cmim store, i. is guarantee! uy oom
r pictlng the habits of the house fly
House
the manufacturer and ourselves.
There Is a coupon in every sack of LARA BEE '8 Flour. Send us five
border. To ways and means commitwe will
;md its proclivity for gathering and
coupons and 3.90 in cash, draft, postal or express money order, and and
Speaker Baca presided. Prayer by
resend you one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons
tee.
mittance to The China Department of the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
disseminating disease germs. The Vicar General
Forchegu. Reading
auorens
sure
to write your mime aim
jse
House Bill No. 109, by Nichols, for
UUscninson, Kansas,
piaiuiy.
The coupons in LARABEE'S Flour are also good for Rogers' Silverware
principle of "the fewer flies, the less and approval of Journal.
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.
of a Normal school a! fog.
Toombs rose to a question of per- the creation
sickness" is being Impressed upon
GERMANNot
Crew
Organized.
Olovls. To ways and means
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
school children as well as housewives. sonal privilege.
He refuted the rum-MILLED
place'
a
among
Flour
some
criticism
that:
nukes
There was
Delight
Baking
The state food and drug commission- or and the impression that he was
J .Bruce Ismay and other officials
House Bill No. 110, by Young, 'ov the survivors here of the Titanic'i
roe
er of Tennessee has offered two fold opposed to the use of interpreters In
GF-OCE- FS
of oil and gas wells and crew's Inability to handle the life of the White Star line were subpoen-eSALE
medals to school pupils for the best the house. If there is no constitu- the casing
the
senate
today
by
To
wells.
of
on
abandoned
the
the
investigating
Albert
Stewart
boats.
plugging
Major,
av
essays on the house fly as a menace tional way to select and pay such inTryfa Sack! You'll Like it.
means committee.
Titanic, admitted that there had been
to heaMi. Out in California the wo- terpreters that he would be willing to ways and
HonsBill No. 11, by Toombs, an no boat drills and that the life boats
men have organized for the good dig down into his poeket to help pay
to
funds to pay the were p00riy handled.
act
appropriate
tight. The Texas health officials are for such Interpreters.
of
the
house
bribery invest!
expenses
"One thing comes to my mind
House Bill No. 32, the Artesian
suing bulletins warning the public
To committee on above all else," he said. "We of the
committee.
bation
i ;ainst their subtle foe.
The Mer- well bill, by Rogers, the special orand means.
orew realized at the start of the trot
chants' association of New York has der of the day, was taken up. Rogers ways
Bill No. 112, by Coouey, an ble that we were
Honse
unorganized, and
issued "rules" for dealing with the explained the bill. Chaves county has
act authorizing district courts, etc.,
700 artesian wells and he told of the
every man did his best, we
fli nuisance.
although
to adjudicate townslte disputes, etc. were hindered In
A little pamphlet written by W. D. convention of artesian well owners at
getting the best r
To Judiciary.
we could not pull to
suits
because
ers of Detroit, while it contains Roswell which met for three days to
House Bill No. 113, by Mullens, fixmany statements,
scarcely suitable formulate this measure, which is the ing the time for holding district court gether. There had not been a single
boat drill on the Titanic."
for breakfast table perusal, deserves majority bill while that introduced In in the Fifth
judicial district.
a wide circulation for its plain por the senate is the measure o fthe min
Engineers Went Down.
Nichols introduced a House Joint
One story, told by a fireman, runs:
trayal of the evils that follow in the ority of the convention. Llewellvn Resolution appropriating a thousand
These Bargains for
Night and Monday offer n exceptional
"The engineers
train of the fly. The indictment Is a and Clancy moved to recommit the dollars for the
stayed by the
sufflood
Mississippi
bill
and
the
amendments
the
with
to
down
went
dollar
The
savers. You will be pleased
ship.
suggested by ferers in response to the call' for pumps and
lengthy one, but It is a true bill.
opportunity
the
The firemen and stokers were sent
fly is put in the same class with the the irrigation committee to the com
as
President
Taft
we
values
by
out.
nresldput
help
before the Timad dog, the snake in the grass and mittee on ways and means. A motion of tbe Red Cross
Nichols on deck five minutes
society.
seen they
was
the wild animal roaming at will, for by Rogers to table the motion to re
It
when
tanic
sank,
spoke ir 1'Rvor of the measure.
If
the fly is Insidious. He lurks in ev- commit was lost and the bill was relost
be
would
they stayInevitably
The house then took up the speak'
or trying to
Children's
ery corner. He plants his disease committed.
25c
10 yards
er's capitol extension bill. Llewellyn ed longer at the work
Vargas announced that a delegation was called to the chair. Tbe bill an keep the fires in the boilers and the
germs on your bread. He buries them
Iron C,ad Hose
Lonsdale Cambric
in your butter.
He drowns them In ha darrived from RIo Arriba county
work- - The HShts burned to
Muslin Drawers
propriates $150,000 and proves for a PumDS at
were
your baby's milk bottle. There is no to present a petition signed by more bond issue of $100,000.
For
laBt
the
the
because
Children, per pair
dynamos
Sp"ier topca
tor Underwear
2 to 14 years
escape if he onoe enters your home. than 600 citizens asking for protec- explained the bill in full on revest run by oil engines."
The lesson Is obvious; put your tion from the Pueblo Indians of Santa of Blanche and
With the sailing of u, majority of
St-- 2
graphically de&rib
screens in early. Don't wait until Clara, The petition was read and re- pd the needs for a
Titanic's crew on the Lapland
the
fen
capitol
25c
(10 Yards Limit)
s
the enemy is legion, but start the cited that the people of Santa Cruz, Catron, de
3aca, Mullens, Moreno ril some sources of Interesting informa-other'
battle while there is some chance of Espanola, San Jose, San Pedro are
Red
Women's
until
the
Sleeveless lindervesis
in explaining their voto m eke tfcn have been closed
being annoyed and are sustaniing los In favor of the measure. The bill Star liner reaches Che other side
winning. The fly must go.
All
sizes each
A
of
Broken
Lot
ses in their livestock because of the
0
United States Senator Smith believea
passed by a large majority.
$1,2S
the
excessive
and
depredations
charg
The capitol extension bill passed 11 certain members of the crew that he
es by the Santa Clara Indians for per
Oxfords
and
Boy's.
.
Pumps
to 4. Those voting against it being: held here for examination may
mission to water the stock of settler?
Carter, House and Rogers. veal Jnst what happened to ths Tl- Men's 50c & 65c Ties
POINTERS FOR MOTORISTS
Patent Leather or Gun Metal
.
The petition asks that the Indians
St ,
to 17 each
The Baca street paving bill provid-- ! tanlc below decks when she struck
be compelled to fence their lands and
Four
In
Each
Hands,
for the paving of the Btres;the berg. Second Officer
ing
be compelled to permit the passage
the capitol and plaza was ps- - er says the Titanic aid not brea'i In
Just as this season of the year of stock over the Indian lands on the
41 to :!, after Representative
sed
two but made her dive diagonally
by
are
commissioners
road
when country
way to the Jemes mountains. Refer- Catron had
explained the nature of Into the sea and that when naif way
repairing the highways w".a crushed red to committee on judiciary.
the measure.
under there were two explosions
stone, motorists find many stretches
Rogers presented two
petitions
The
STEIN
which
he believed were the boilers.
to
harmful
their
look
that
alarmingly
STBTCAW
against prize fighting from Hagerman
Survivors Doing Nicely.
MOTHER GRAY'S
tires. A little care In Irivlp? over and Orchard Park, Chaves county.
BLOCK
SWEET POWDERS Survivors in the hospital are re
places where ruts and hollows have Downs presented a petition from
FOR CHILDREN,, ported to be doing nicely. ContribursuiTs
stone
will
crushed
with
filled
been
asking for prohibition.
AOrUinRelIelforFeverthn-.tions to the survivors' relief fund conCanatipatloii,
Headache,
'
prevent injury to the tires, says the The ways and means committee reStemarh Tronbfr.,
For Men
Teething tinue to
.
and Destroy
N.IVK
"pour In and more than $50,-00- 0
Mlchelln man.
MEN
ported favorably House Bills Nos. 2
piorder,
"
DnimilY
.11
fifiotx.
At
Mtrt.
Tr4a
(a Httonn.
raised.
been
has
The best way to proceed when' It and 1. The report wag adopted. Don't
accept Simple nailed FRKK. Addreea,
Happy were the members of the 11-- 1
is found impossible to avoid a ihort House Bill No. 2 provides for the pav etOtntituU. A, S. OLMSTED, L Ror, tf. Y.
kt-e-

anti-whit-

e

ul

8

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

ALL

-

SpecialBargains for Saturday Night and Monday

BACHARACH'S
Saturday

andjsatisfied with

put

'

???

1

,So

'.,-t

j

-

16c

Llght-old-aro-

und

'

tmth

38c

j

Store of Quality"

Las Vegas.

J

s

1

business manager for the aanual, 'Vd

FOLLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

only

Santa Fe,

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

BUSINESS OFFICE
NEWS DEPARTMENT

The
N. M April 20
The majority of the committee on
official business was transacted judiciary reported adversely House
yesterday by the senate and house of Bill No. 17, the Medical Bill. The minthe New Mexico state legislature:
ority report offered several amendThe Pankey live stock brand bill ments to let in "Christian Science"
was the special order in the senate and was tabled. The bill was made
and the Rogers artesian well bill in special order for Monday afternoon
the house. Neither promises much at 2 o'clock.
excitement. It is noticeable that the
The committee on education recomnumber of lobbyists is on the in- mended Senate Joint Memorial No. 2,
crease and that they are working ear- asking for more lands for New Mexnestly for all sorts of propositions, ico institutions. Report adopted.
including In their range prohibition,
A communication
from Covernor
high license, prize fighting, new coun- McDonald transmitted a request froir
ties, an industrial superintendent for t,he Washington Memorial Monument
the schools,
county salaries, etawassociation, asking the state to place
Much pressure is being exerted to
a tablet in the Washington monument,
'
speedy action on the election coflr, as all of the other states have done.
tests. If there is any strife between The communication was referred tn
the two houses or with the governor, the committee on ways and means.

cheap

"" I Cafe De

"The Southwest Wind" will be turn
ed loose In Las Vegas Monday. The
weather man, in the person of Felipe
Sanchez, nas predicted the wind for
Monday and says it is sure to arrive
on scheduled tme.
Lest some persons may be confused
it may be stated that "The Southwest Wind" is the annual issued by

noon.
WEEKLY

WIND" TO

"SOUTHWEST

CREAM

two-third- s

7.50

Dally by Mall

ing or the streets around the capitol
It was Introduced by Speaker Baca
who also introduced House Bill No
4, providing for the building of an
addition to the capitol.
The committee on education repot
ed favorably House Bill No. 89, pro
viding for an industrial superintendent of the imblic schools who is tc
have charge of manual training ami
domestic science Instruction in the
stale. Report adopled.
The majority of the committee or
judiciary reported in favor of a substitute for House Bill No. 30, tbe Rec
Light injunction measure. The min
ority, Blanchard and Toombs report
ed adversely. The substitute makes
but few changes and these are not
material. A motion to suspend tht
rules made by Hilton and de Baca so
that the bill might be considered Im
mediately failed for lack of a
vote, the vote standing 22 for
suspension and 19 against. On motion
of Catron the bill was made the special order for next Wednesday after-

APRIL

89c

lAb

The

The
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man
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has been engaged to furnish music
for the dancing and the ladles have
promised to have the floor in

PERSONALS

tiv-to-

NEW SPRING NOVELTIES

bhape.

If, J W
Mrs. Emma Cohn was hostess to
the Thursday
Afternoon Bridge
Whist club at her home on Nattonal
avenue, west of the Plaza. The first
honors were won by Mrs. M, Green-berge-

Dr. J. M. Cunningham left this afternoon on train No. 10 for Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Rosenwald will return tonight from an extended trip to

IN

CLOISONNE ENAMEL
California.
BROOCHES.
BELT BUCKLES.
Attorney W. G. Htydon returned
busSHIRT WAIST SETS
yesterday afternoon from a short
Mrs. Charles A. Sviess was this
iness trip to El Paso.
afternoon the hostess at a beautiful
BEAUTY PINS
Mrs. A. MacArthur was a visitor in Mrs. Ilfeld Honors
in honor of Misses Marie
luncheon
in
home
A
Ias Vegas today from her
in prescription filling. Every
Spring Bride
and Helen Schaefer, at her home on
The home of 'Mrs. A. C. Ilfeld on
AT
Wagon Mound.
prescription leaving our
the Boulevard.
stcre is faultless from any
Attorney W. G. Haydon ret'irn(;l the corner of Eighth street and Baca
M
ed this afternoon on train No. in avenue was on Thursday afternoon
standpoint that you may
The Tuesday Afternoon Bridge
the scene of one of the most beautiful
take. You may feel sa
from Santa Fe.
Whist club was entertained at the
and sure if we fill your
C. H. HaU, Santa Ke refrigerator affairs of the spring season when
regular weekly meeting by Mrs. A.
prescription.
department inspector, was In las Mrs. Ilfeld was hostess at a pink tea
M. Adler at her home on Seventh
Schaefer, Miss Schaefer la
Vegas a short time today on business in honor of Miss Helen
Mrs. Dan Stern was awarded
street
C. J. Dawe, representing the C. S. who on Wednesday of next week is Quest of Honor.
honors.
first
Miss Helen Schnefer wa n.et nf
Morey Mercantile company of Denver, to- Become toe Dnae oi Marios Lninn.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
W J Jtl
was in Las Vegas today visiting the The color scheme of pink was pretti-- honor on laBt Saturday afternoon at
L. Tooker entertained the
J.
Mrs.
carried out in decorations or heart a miscellaneous shower given by
local trad;.
Pbbne Main
The center piece on the table Mrg CIarence Iden al ner home on Wednesday Afternoon Sewlns club
D. E. Malr, of the Kerr Glass Man- shape.
Look
Name
this week at her home on Columbia
a
was
16 Button all silk in al
of
large heart of pink roses and the corner of Seventh Btreet and
Portland,
company,
ufacturing
avenue.
over
dome
smilax
the
electric
and
colors
in
the
was
n
visiting
$1.00 pair.
vvoahWtnn
Ore.,
city today
fh .ft.rn.mn
head was a mass of pink roses. Each was
all silk 75c
12
the trade.
Button
with
the
needle,
enjoyably spent
For All
Rev. J. W. Rose, field worker for place was marked with pink heart making white aprons for Miss Schaef- ROOSEVELT GiMOS'lTWO
pair.
the State Bible Association of the 6haied cards, and favors of
er, who Is to be one of the early
16 Button Chamoisette
boxes
of
were
beside
canily
Christian church, left this morning
brides. A delicious light
BIG STATES
MORE
spring
65c
A
pair.
large box containing lunch was served by the hostess it
for a trip in the northern part of the each plate.
Short
all silk Gloves 50c
beautiful
of
marked
the
gifts
place
state.
the conclusion of tne afternoon.
the
honor.
of
The
were
From
guest
guests
(Continue.!
Oat;
Page
pair.
Carlos Dunn, cashier of the Taos
Those present were Miss Helen
Miss Helen Schaefer, Miss
Marie
Chamoisette
Miss Marie Schaefer, Miss
Valley Bank and Trust company, ai
Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss Schaefer,
days in th state, he nade a remark(lloves
50c
rival last night from Taos. Dr. Dunn Schaefer,
Lorna
Miss
pair.
Florence
Hoskins. Miss
Rachael Marguerite Cavanaugh,
able showing.
is to be married to Miss Helen Schae
Miss
Heather Hill, Miss
Short Lisle & ChamoisMiss Johnson,
Ward, Miss Jeannette
For the democratic endorsement.
Ward,
fer next Wednesday.
Miss
Mildred
Florence
Hoskins,
Tamette 25c pair.
Wood ii w Wilson and Champ Ulan
wife of Mr. Sarjcnt of Chicago. Miss Emma
Mrs. J. C. Brown,
551x1
Brown, Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss
Miss
me,
Miss
in
Rudulph,
with
Wilson
are
Marguerite
.inning close,
Brown, traveling auditor for the HarTHE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Louise Cunningham. Miss Etuma
Mary Coors, Mrs. I, C. Witten, Miss
the lead. The Harmon vote is pracHoffman & Graiibarth
vey House system, was in Las Vegas Heather Hill of Idaho
Miss May Coors.
Main 104
and
Tamrae
Springs and
tically in a majority of the counties.
today between trains. She was en Miss May Ross.
(
In the
11
coigresstonal
republican
route to Osage City, Kan.
Christian Young
race, W. C. Hawley, now representing
route,
IB
Leroy Helfrich, Wells Fargo
People Entertain
the First district, has been renomiagent with headquarters in Albuquer Mrs. Mills Entertains
There was a big time for the young nated. He had no
afFor Early Spring Bride.
opposition. N. J.
que, was in Las Vegas yesterday
people of Las Vegas last night at
It
tW"
has been nomiHelfrich
Mr.
Slnnolt,
regressive,
trains.
Mrs.
ternoon between
W. J. Mills was hostess yes- the Y. M. C. A., when the Christian
Round Trip Excursion
nated In the Second district over W.
sj
was formerly Wells Fargo agent here. terday afternoon at her home on the Endeavor
Chris-tioof the First
society
Ellis
R. Ellis, his closest opponent
Mrs. W. R. Tipton und dausrh'er, corner of Seventh street and Baca
WW W WWW WWWW WWWrWWW
church was host at the last of
has served several times in congress.
are now on display, including all Miss Mary Tipton, returned last night avenue at a handsomely appointed the series of church socials. A
The result In the Third district is
of the best makes on the Market: on the Chicago Limited, from a sev luncheon In honor of Miss Helen
something out of the ordinary,
In doubt, with the contest beFrancisco.
to
still
San
weeks'
eral
trip
of but exceedingly entertaining, was proSchaefer, who on the
"The While Frost" Round Ensign Tom Tipton, son of Dr. and Wednesday next, will bemorning
A. W. Lafferty, Incumbent, and
tween
in
The
joined
vided for the entertainment.
C. U. Gantenbein. This district comMrs. Tipton, was in San Francisco wedlock to Carlos Dunn. The table
here
are
little
an
School,"
Refrigerators
amusing
"Country
again
visit there.
was adorned by a betutlful center- sketch, was staged and formed the prises Multnomah county. Benjamin
Los Angeles
also The Alaska's and other re- during their
L.
nomiF.
Santa Fe Superintendent
of bright red carnations and principal feature of the program, De- Selling apparently has won the
piece
San Diego
liable kinds in all styles at prices Myers returned this morning In his
ticket for
asparagus fern and light was furnish- licious refreshments were served to nation on the republican
of
candicar on a special train from a trip
that does the work.
San Francisco and return direct
ed by candles toned down by red the guests in the parlors of the asso- the United States senatorial
insnectlon over the southern part of shades. Covers were laid for twelve. ciation. This social was attended by dacy over Jonathan Bourne, Jr. While
Williams, foreman
the division. M.-Bourne carried Multnomah county by
Seattle Tacoma & other points
The Great "McDougall line of of the bridge and building depart A delicious eight course luncheon a large crowd of boys and girls and
was served. Mrs. Mills' guests were was one of the most successful of the a small number of votes, the state Is
Kitchen Cabinets.
ment, acompanied Mr. Myers on his Miss Helen Schaefer, Miss Marie church entertainments of the past running heavily in Selling's favor.
Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
trip. The early part of this week Schaefer, Miss Mary Coors, Miss Lor winter.
Dr. Harry Lane Is believed to have
- nomination
democrat!they went over the northern part of na Johnson, Miss Marguerite Ruthe Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
the
secured
4 4
of the division, passing through here
rehut
Schaefer-Dunsenatorial
the
for
candidacy,
For further information.
Miss
Miss
Call on or write.
Gibson,
Gladys
dolph,
for the south several nights ago.
turns in the democratic senatorial
Heather Hill, Miss Mildred Brown, Wedding Wednesday
On Wednesday morning of next race are meager. The democrats
Miss May Ross, Miss Florence Hos
HENRY BILL PASSED.
week Miss Helen Schaefer, daughter presented no candidates for congress
D.
Mrs. O. G. Schaefer.
and
kins
BA1CHEL0R, Agent.
April 20 The
Washington, D. C,
of Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Schaefer, will In the First and Third districts, and
V 4
V
J 'tne mm
house today passea
tienry oui
become the bride of Carlos Dunn, for- no democratic returns have been rerequiring publication before conven- Harmony Club Has
merly of Las Vegas, but now cashier ceived from the Second.
elections of the Interesting Meeting.
tions or primary
of the Taos Valley bank. The marMrs. Upton Hays was hostess to riage ceremony will occur In the
sum contributed to the campaigns of
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING
A meeting of the stockholders of the
presidential and vice presidential can- the members of the Harmony club at Church of the Immaculate Conception
meeting and will be attended only by members Las Vegas Masonic Building associafortnlghtlp
didates and the sums expended. The the regular
measure received opposition on its Thursday afternoon at her home on of the two families. The wedding tion will be held at the Masonic Tem7
JWIjmJiXi
final vote. It carries a penalty of Fourth street.
Progressive spelling recevtion will occur at 10:30 o'clock ple In East Las Vegas, N. M., April
faovuyuji.
L
afat the Schaefer home on Seventh 22, 1912, at 8 o'clock p. m., for the
$5,000 or three years' imprisonment. formed the entertainment of the
ternoon and Mrs, Charles O'Malley street. The young couple are both purpose of electing a board of direcs
was awarded first prize, and Mrs. well known here and have many tors, as provided In the
of
a week puts one in
consola- friends who wish them
transactthe
with
was
and
for
said
the
association,
presented
Vogt
your home, nothing
happiness.
A course
dinner was Miss Schaefer has been the guest of ing of such other business as may ledown. Prices from $15.00 to $45.00
AT tion prize.
served at the conclusion of the meet honor at a number of beautiful show gally come before such meeting.
LET US SNOW YOU
JOHN S. CLARK, President.
The next meeting of the clue ers, luncheons and teas during the
ing.
A. D. HIGGINS, Secretary.
will be with Mrs. R. Prltshett at her past week.
East Las Vegas, N. M., April 12,
home; on Lincoln avenue, on May 2.
I
1912.
W
V
Meadow City Club's
t
Opposite the Y. M. C. A,
Mm Ceelllo Rosenwald was host- Fortnightly Dance.
BRICK BRICK BRICK
ess to a few friends Thursday afterlhe Meadow City Dancing club
WHY HE WA8 LATE
"I know, but I asked him how he
FOR SALE.
noon In honor of Mrs. Henry Gold- gave Its regular fortnightly dance
was feeling, and he insisted on tell"What
made
Just
so
late?"
what
have
been
you
you
looking
stein, who In the early summer will Thursday evening) in the O. R. C
ing me about his stomach trouble.'
"I met Smithson."
A modern
five room brick
RAILROAD MEN TO BE GIVEN A move to Mora where she will Join hall.
A small but Jolly crowd at- for.
"Did you tell him to take ChamberIs
Ask
no
on
that
reason
"Well,
house
at
hill
the
a
MENTAL TREAT AT DUNCAN
you
why
bargain.
has recently tended. A light lunch was served
Mr. Goldstein, wh'o
lain's Tablets?"
should
an
be
hour late getting home
INVESTMENT AGENCY INCORTHURSDAY NIGHT
"Sure, that 1b what he needs." Sold
during the intermission. Those pres
opened a store there.
to supper."
PORATION.
by all dealers.
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Charles On
The seat reservation for the enter
ion, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Wadsworth
tainment of the Ellen Van Valken-burMr. and Mrs. A. O. Freeman, Miss
Children
company of Michigan and New
Katie Shupp, Miss Edith. Martin,
York City, which will be given next
Miss Edith Flalz, Miss Florence
Should Develop
Capital Paid in
Thursday night at the Duncan opera
Surplus
Miss Mary Coleman, Miss Emm-house under the auspices of the Santa
$100,000.00
Eva
Miss
Miss
Zimmerman,
C)ook,
$30,000.00
Naturally
Fe readng rooms, will open to Santa
Laura Norma, Charles Temple, J. L.
Fe employes and their families on
Kipper, A. C. Hepner, W. H Coleman,
if their food is right.
Tuesday afternoon at 12:30 o'clock,
J. N. Kinney, Ed Roberts, Arthur
and to others on Thursday morning
When a child is pale and
Barnes
and James Yonng.
z771X
at 9 o'clock. The same arrangement
J. M CUNMNOHAH, President
delicate, or is backward in
V
obN
been
as
FRANK
seats
has
of
y VD D. T HS SKINS. CuMw
for the sale
SPHINOER.
his studies, the reason is often
Mrs. Papen Entertains
served in the past for Santa Fe enfound to be that his food does
a Five Hundred party.
tertainments, will exist, all reserved
not contain the elements reMrs. John Papen ente.'Uitwd at
seats down stairs and in the balcony
jflve hundred Thursday evening at
quired to properly nourish
going at 10 cents and other seats at
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
her home on Eleventh street. Mrs.
5 oents.
the fast growing body and
the
ladies'
was
awarded
Nollette
Fred
The company Is headed by Miss
rapidly developing brain
first prize, and Mrs. Vincent Trader
Van Valkenburg, a psychological gethe consolation prize. The gentlemen's
nius, who will give marvelous demonGrape-Nut- s
strations of the power of mind over
first prize was presented to Vincent
MaoFar
Harriet
Miss
Story
Trader and Fred Nollette was awardbody.
FOOD
ed the consolation. The hostess favlane, a gifted contralto soloist, accom
ored the guests with several beautiful
panied by Miss Ethel Bowen a talent
EARLY SUMMER STYLES
ed pianist of England, will render sevDelicious refreshviolin selections.
supplies nutrition for both
ments were served.
Seasonable frocks for Street and eral pieces. Miss Nellie Reck Saun
body and brain in appetizing,
Capital Stock,
4 m 4
House wear are shown in the ders, song lecturer will analyze old
easily digested form.
fireside songs. Mlse Van ValkenDance
Big
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
It is pure, wholesome and
has given demonstrations before
Thursday Night
Butterk Fashion Sheet burg
New York audiences and is recogfllz
occanourishing. Children like its
will
the
be
Thursday night
ed as a leader in psychology.
sion of the annual dance of the G. I.
Win. G. Haydon
delicate, sweet flavour and
President
of
E. Buseer, superintendent
S.
for May
A. of the B. of L E. and thee affair,
itthrive
upon
wonderfully
H.
W.
Vice President
Kelly
the Santa Fe reading rooms, recomwhich will be held in the armory,
FREE copied may be obtained at our mends
T.
as one of
Hoskins
entertainment
this
'
most
successful
Reason"
a
"There's
Treasurer
be
the
promises to
tern Counter
the most highly entertaining that has
In years. A thorough canvas has
or will appear on the Santa Fe cir
been made of the tickets by the laInterest PeJd on De posts
PocMkn Ccreai Company Limited
for
cuit and no doubt the demand
of the society and a large crowd
dles
Battle Crack, Michigan
seats will be great
Is assured.
The Simison orchestra
weighing,

r.

the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is nevei
lost sight of for a moment
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NEWS FROM THE
8TATE CAPITAL

POUR

Estray Advertisement
Notloe Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Cresenda Henera, Chsmfta, N. M.
t:
One red and white spotted
face female cow, about 2 years, 225
lbs, 3 Mi feet high.
Branded
B33
On left hip
j
anJmai being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 3, 1912, said dale being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

land:

Santa Pe, N. M., April

20.

tor alleged

M.

Entered

U

Yesaa

Ion throui

m second
TERM!

I

Pr

copy

One Wrt
One Moat
One Year

Six Monti)
WEEKI

One Tear
Six Monti
(Cash In
Remit t
order. If
be reepon
Speclmf
Ion.
PA

THE

Advertl
largest d
of any
M

N.--

BUSINEt
NEW8 I
SATl

The at
when It
every
on
iirret, '
In

ner wb

ientltl

..

a

We

Choir Loft

20,

before May 8, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

SOCIEflf AND BUSINESS' DIRECTORY

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
LODGE
NO.
CHAPMAN LOOSE NO. f, A. F
1,
DORADO
EL
may concern that the following de
OF PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
A. M. Regular
scribed estray animal was taken up by
First mass at 7 a. ra.; second mast
very Monday eve
munlcatlon first and
J. B. Stephens, Hudson, N. M.
In Castle Hall.
.i 10 a. in. Sunday school in English
nlng
In
third
sash
Thursday
One bay blazed face, white
aid Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish a:
Visiting
Knights are
month. Visiting brothfront feet horse, 12 or 14 years, 14
B$ p. in. Rosary and benediction
Invited.
cordially
ers
cordially invited.
hands.
sacrament at 7:30 p
i the blessed
Cass. E. Llebsoh- M-.
R.
O.
N.
W.
KATES
FOR
Murray,
;
Herman,
CLASSIFIED
Branded
ADVERu.
nler, Chancellor
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On left hip
Secretary.
TISEMENTS
faji
cuihechism for English Bpeaklne
Commander.
M.
Harry
Albuquerque, N.
Sr.id animal being unknown to this
niidren on Tuesday 4 p. in., and on 1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
Martin, Keeper of
NO.
Five
VEGA
8
LAS
cents
2,
unless
on
or
line
COMMANDERY,
Boatd,
owner
claimed
each Insertion.
per
by
Saturday 10 a. in.; for Spanish speak
Records and Seal.
Estray Advertisement
Regbefore May 3, 1912, said date being Estimate six ordinary words to s line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
It
if children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
whom
to
Xotlce is hereby given
10 days after last appearance of this No ad to occupy less
Toessecond
conclave
ular
space than two
a Saturday at 9 a. m.
may concern that the following de- advertisement, said estray will be sold lines. All
in each month at Ma MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
advertisements
day
charged
scribed estray animal was taken up by by this Board for the benefit of the will be booked at
at 7:30 p. m. CD.
some
space
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF 80R
Temple
se,
actually
Meet in the forest of brother
Andres C. Martinez, Cleveland, N. M. owner when found.
Re
without
Chas. Tannine,
8.
iOWS--Reto
of
number
words. Boucher,
C;
regard
Paul Uilberton, pastor
love
at Woodmen of the Worli
One red and white spot
CATTLE 3ANITARY BOARD,
Cash In advance preferred.
corder.
First mass at i:3Q a. m., third Sun ted
on the second and fourth Pn
hall,
450
lbs..
4
cow,
years old,
Albuquerque, N. M.
mass 8:30,
lay excepted. Second
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CU
Branded
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
rendered
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
.erinon in English, hymns
Consul; G. Laemmle. Clerk. VUsi
On right ribs
MASONS Regular convoca
ARCH
jy the children under the direction
ing neighbors are especially
Branded
Estray Advertisement
tion first Monday In each
if the Sisters of Loretto. Third mas
come and cordially Invited.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
On left ribs
month at Masonic Temit 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
may concern that the following de
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
rum 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Branded
scribed
was taken up by
animal
estray
Williams, H. P.; P. O.
Blessed
Sacra
benediction of the
On left hip
fourth Tuesday evening of see
Ed Wrigler, Questa, N. M.
Blood, Secretary.
hall.
Vlsltlai
nent. At the New Mexico Hospital
month at O. .
Said animal being unknown to this
One sorrel mare and ooit,
brothers are cordially Invited. Go
'or the Insane mass every fourth Board, unless claimed by owner on or 12
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
years, 850 lbs. 5 feet.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D. W
before May 3, 1912, said date being
Sunday by the pastor.
Branded
first and third Fridays in
sag
10 days after last appearance of this
Condon, Secretary.
On left hip
Masonic Templa Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
g3
METHODIST EPISCOPAL j advertisement, said estray will be sold
FIRST
Said animal being unknown' to this
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesCHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na by this Board for the benefit of the
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
C.
in.
lonal avenue,
Anderson, pastor owner when found.
itf.ua iwiwthy men or women
day evenings each month, at Wood
3, 1912, said date being
before
May
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
cor
man hall. Visiting Brothers
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
wanted as local representatives of
Sunday schoe at 9:45. Preaching at
10 days after last appearance of this
Grand avenue
A.
M
il o'clock. Epworth League at 6:30;
to
attend.
invited
manufacturer.
Albuquerque, N. M.
dlally
responsible
Highadvertisement, said estray will be sold
E. C. Ward. Sec1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
class
evening preaching service at 7:80.
President;
merchandise
Adler,
clean
and
selling
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
by this Board for the benefit of the
a cordial Invitation Is extended to
methods. $12.00 per week guaran
retary.
102 Meets every Monday night at
owner when found.
no
of
woi
other
ill who have
place
teed on easy coitions, wits pos
stray Advertisement
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
4hip to attend divine services at this
DENTISTS.
sibility of $30.00 and advance. Ex- 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
Albuquerque, N. M.
hurch.
may concern that the following de
not
Manufao
perience
necessary.
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. T. Buhler, secretary;
turer, Box 278, Ihlladelphia.
president;
CHURCH
J. H. Lewis, Orange, N. M.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Dentist
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Estray Advertisement
Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Quig-giOne black horse 12 or
Crockett
Building. Has pse
Suit
4,
WANTED
Two
boarders
young lady
Notice is hereby given to whom it
13 years, 550 lbs., 13
Pastor.
hand high
residence.
and
office
at
In private family. Phone Main KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
may concern that the following de10. a. m. Bible School; 11 a. m.,
Branded
K9 scribed
NO.
804.
466
or
1009
Meets
San
call
second
and
Francisco
estray animal was taken up by
Ktsl
On left hip
Communion and preaching service,
in O. R. C. hall. Plon
street
ATTORNEYS
M.
Domlcil
N.
Cerro,
Salazar,
of
to
this
Creation";
Said animal being unknown
subject, "The Sabbath
are c
members
Visiting
building.
seven
One
bay horse,
2:30 p. m., Junior Endeavor society; Board, unless claimed by owner on or
1
YOUNG MEN WANTED
HUNKER A HUNKER
For office
dially invited. W. R. Tipton. ;
14 hands high, 800 lbs.
6:30 p. m. Senior Endeavor society, before May 3, 1912, said date being years old,
S
E. P. Mackel, F.
Chester A. Hunks
Ueo H. Hunker
have
Must
managers.
good
public
Branded
Gal. 6:1, 9; 10 days after last appearance of this
topic, "Perseverance,"
at Lsw.
school
state
education,
Attorneys
qualifica7:30 p. m. preaching service, subject, advertisement, said estray will be sold
On right shoulder
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO. ; ah Vejsas.
New Maris
tions.
Public
Service
Bureau,
"Christ the First Fruits from the by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
of Trade Bldg., Wheeling, W.
Board
Dead"; Wednesday 6:30 p. m., Pray- owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Va.
their haU on Sixth street. All visit
LOCAL TIME CARD
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
er meeting and workers' conference;
before May 3, 1912, said date being
Ing brethren cordially Invited to atM.
N.
soAlbuquerque,
m.
Aid
2:30
Ladies'
10
p.
Thursday
days after last appearance of this TWO
SALESMEN
WANTED To
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312
EAST BOUND
ciety.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Ehrood,
work country trade, $25 weekly salArrivs
by this Board for the benefit of the
Karl
allow$25
and
Werts, Treasurer;
ary
weekly expenses
Secretary;
Estray Advertisement
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
9:15 p. a
No. 2. . . 9:10 p. m
owner when found.
C.
ed while traveling. Western Cider
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National
11:10
us
.11:06
No.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
4..
p. a
p
Co., St. Louis, Mo.
may concern that the following de
Avenue.
1:25 a m
No. 8.. . 1:15 a. ml
N, M.
NO.
Albuquerque,
LODGE
ROSENWALD
545,
E.
J.
Second Sunday after Easter, April scribed estray animal was taken up by 1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12 WANTED
2:10 p. a
403
roor
I. O. of B B. Meets every first No. 10.. . 1:45 p. nl.
Dining
girl.
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
25.
Holy Communion 7:30; Sunday
Railroad.
in
the
month
the
vestry
Tuesday of
t:
One gray mare, 13 or 15
shcool 9:45; morning prayer and
PASSENGERS
STINGUISHED
WE8T (BOUNu
Estray Advertisement
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
969 lbs., 14 hands.
years,
St.
Matks'
- Dtetmahlp
11:00;
Day,
1
Thursday
Notice Is hereby given to whom it WANTED
1:20 p. m
No.
1:45 p.
iris, April
are
m.
brothers
Plain
o'clock p.
sewing. Mrs. Lane,
Visiting
m
Branded
No. 3
6:15 p. n.
6:10 a m
may concern that the following de
''ranee, recently completed at St. Holy Communion 10:30.
909
Isaac
Jackson.
Invited
Appel,
cord!Hy
On left hip
This church Is open daily for pri
scribed estray animal was taken ap by
4:50 p. r
Nazaire for the French tiansafntntle
No. 7
4:40 p. m
Charles Greenclay,
President;
to this Domlcil
unknown
animal
Said
vate
ueing
and
meditation.
Her
prayer
on
M.
N.
Salazar, Cerro,
6:36 p. m
No. 9
7:00 p. a
WANTED
Girl to wait on table at
line, sailed from Havre today
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
One sorrel horse, 7 years
maiden voyage to New York. She
restaurant.
Montezuma
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main before May 3, 1912, said date being old weighing 800 lbs., 14
hands
carries a large passenger list that
avenue
and Sixth street, Rev. N. B. 10 days after last appearance of this high.
of
distinction.
many persons
advertisement, said estray will be sold
rtreen. Pastor.
Branded
HM
Among those on board are the mem11 a. m., and 7:30 p. by this Board for the benefit of the
at
Preaching
On left shoulder
headed
of
French
the
bers
mission,
2Ss per 10 ii
CMS lbs. or More, Eao Dellvsry
FOR RENT A long list of houses
m. Sunday School at 9;45 a. m. A. owner when found.
Said
animal
which
is
M.
to
LOM
2So
unknown
this
conveying
Each
lbs.
to
2,00
Hanottaux,
being
ifce,
by
per 1M tka
Delivery
from $12 to $25 per month, many
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner un or
to American the bronze bust of "La M. Young People's meeting at 6:30 p.
Eaot
1M is
Me
ts
1,00
2M
lbs.,
lea
per
Delivery
modern and convenient; also a 27
Albuquerque, N. M.
before May 3, 1912, said date being
so Iba to 206 Iba, Each Delivery
40s per 1M Iks.
France," by Augusta Rodin, for pre- tn. The public is invited.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12 10
room furnished rooming hotel at
5Ss per 108 Iba
days after last appearance of this
Leas Then SS Iba, Each Dellvsry
station to the United StateB. The
$85 per month, steam heat H. S
FIRST SEVENTH DAY ADVENT- advertisement, said estray will bt, sold
but Is to be placed at the base of
Advertisement
Estray
Van Petten, Insurance Agency at
the monument to be dedicated next IST CHURCH C. McReynolds, pas
Notice is hereby given to whom it by this Board for the benefit of the
Mills' Abstract Office, Bridge street,
June to Samuel de Champlaln, the tor. Regular services in the Chrls-tio- may concern that the following de- owner when found.
Phone 379.
of
Main
corner
and
church,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
French navigator and explorer.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
2
school
street
at
Sabbath
M.
N.
Eighth
Robert Bacon, the retiring United
Albuquerque,
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
S. Brown, La Luz, N. M.
room
RENT
FOR
Two
furnished
(Saturday)
States ambassador to France, and p. m., every Sabbath
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
t:
One red and grey, blaze 1st pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
921 Lincoln avenue.
house.
Mrs. Baeon are sailing on the new preaching at 3 p. m. All who are In face mare, about 7
8
750
lbs.,
years,
terested In Bible study are cordially
Estray Advertisement
efeamship, also Arthur
hands high.
Notice
is hereby given to whom It FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeep
to
attend.
invited
hitherto first secretary at the
Branded
MM may concern that the
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic
following de
Vnited States embassy here, who has
On left hip
was
scriued
animal
taken
F1R8T
PRESBYTERIAN
up
CHURCH.
estray
by
been transferred to Toklo. Other pas- Said animal being unknown to this Benigno Padllla Puerto de Luna, N
rs on La France include an Inv Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas Board, unless claimed
'i
by owner on or M.
urt.-French delegation to the Red venue and Tenth street.
before May 3, 1912, said date betng
faced six year old cow, FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
' 're? i convention to be held at Morning worship and sermon at 11 10 days after last appearance of this One white
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
700
lbs.
weighing
o'clock.
Bible study and Sunday
"Washington next month.
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Branded
school session at 9:45 a. m. Young
ens, Humboldt Kan.
by this Board for the benefit of the
On left ribs
People's Society at 7 p. m.
FATAL SHOOTING AFFAIR.
owner when found.
The church extends a most hearty
Said animal being unknown to this FOR SALE A big line of houses
Stanley, N. M., April 20. During a
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
to all people.
invitation
Strangers
rtuarrel at a dance In Stanley Wed
from $700 to $6,500, all grades and
Albuquerque, N. M. Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Classified ads. search out thejpaople to whom among al
nesday night, John Cantweil, a ranch and sojourners in the city especially 1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12 before May 3, 1912, said date being
varieties, at bargains. H. S. Van
10 days after last appearance of this
man living near Stanley, shot and welcomed.
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
Petten, Insurance Agency at Mills
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Abstract
Estray Advertisement
Office, Bridge
probably fatally wounded Apolonio
street,
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to someNotice is hereby given to whom it by this Board for the benefit of the
Phone 379.
Barelas, a section hand on the New
morn
services
owner
every
Regular
Sunday
de
found.
when
concern
one
who
that
the
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
following
Mexico Central railroad.
may
at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
of
It Is alleged by those who wit Ing
hear
your property unless it were advertised here.
Estray Advertisement
8 o'clock
In O. R. C. hall H. R. Parker, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M
nessed the trouble that the men ing at
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
t:
One bay stallion about 600 1st. pub. April 1.2, last pub. April 23, '12
quarreled earlier in the evening nnd TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
may concern that, the following de
Douglae
13
8
hands
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
lbs.,
high.
years,
aerlbed estray animal was taken up by
that Cantweil left the dance and avenue
Advertisement
Ninth
S. Pelper,
and
Estray
street,
Branded
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
A. Martin, Socorro, N. M.
went to his home returning later
Notice Is hereby given to whom I John S.
rabbi.
On left hip
t:
One 2 year old roan steer.
armed with a pistol. When the dance
sort, and musical instruments.
Services and sermon every Prida;
Said animal being unknown to this may concern that the following de
Branded
broke up between 1 and 2 o'clock ia
BS
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
night at 8 o'clock. Services for chll Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray animal was taken up bp
On left ribs
the morning, Cantweil and his party dren and Sabbath school
(Q
Cresenclo Henera, Chamlta, N. M.
Satur
every
3,
said
date
1912,
before
May
being
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
were at their wagon preparing to
Branded
One 4 year old cow, red
day morning at 10 o'clock.
10 days after last appearance of this
markets!
best
nnd
On right hip, ribs
leave for home when Barelas
400 lbs.
will be sold and white, about
said
advertisement,
estray
nnd
came
friends
his
Bjl
some of
and sboulder
Branded
8HILOH BAPTI8T CHURCH Cor by this Board for the benefit of the
Said
again started trouble by throwing ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues, Owner when found.
animal being unknown to this
On
left ribs
tones at the Cantweil party, one of Rev. W. R.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Pastor.
SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE
Burgess,
Said
animal being unknown to this before
the stones striking one of the ladies Preaching 11 a m., and 8 p. m., by
May 3, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M Board, unless claimed by owner on oi 10
of the party. Cantweil then drew the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a m.; 1st. pub. April 12, last
days after last appearance of this
23, '12 before May 3, 1912, said date being
pub.
April
bis gun and fired twice at Barelas, B. Y. P. IT., 3 p. m. All are welcome
advertisement, said estray will be sold
10 days after last appearance of this
ons o fthe bullets taking effect In the to attend these services.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
advertisement, said estray will be sold owner when found.
I have removed from 603 East Lincoln to
breast and passing entirely through
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
522 Sixth Street and will be pleased to
tils body. Barelas is In a precarloar
GIDEONS WANT 5,000 BIBLES
may concern that the following de- owner when found.
meet
new as well as old customers.
condition.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Grand Rapids, Mich., April 2D. A scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobcampaign to raise funds sufficient for Miss Ethel Toole, Melrose, N. M., R.
Albuquerque, N. M.
biest
1.
D.
F.
the purchase of 6,000 Bibles was
patterns for the spring se; ison. I guar"12
1st.
last
23,
12,
pub. April
pub. April
CHESTER
PILLS launched here today at the annual
"My little son had s very severe
antee you satisfaction in fit a id workmant:
One light gray mare, about
cold.
was
I
BBAND.
THE
A
1MAMN1
to
recommended
try
rv
.
W
convention of the Michigan Gideons, 6 years, 800 lbs.
ship. Trimmings of the be it New York
Don't be surprised if you have an Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
and
in Kea u vol jnr
mu
or
Branded
styles all the time.
association of Christian traveling
R9 attack of rheumatism this spring before a small bottle was finished he
boxx. Mated wllh Bin Rlt
Just rub the affected parts freely was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H.
men. It is proposed to place one ol
On left shoulder
BS
Ask lor
naM, BBAI
with Chamberlain's Liniment and it Silks, 29 Dowling Street, Sydney,
DIAMllNB
the Bibles in each guest room in evSaid animal being unknown to this will soon
fan known as Best, Sfest,AlwyjRelUM
disappear. Sold by all Australia This remedy is for sale
Board, unless claimed by owner on or dealers.
S41D BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
ery hotel In western Michigan.
by all dealers-

against Jaoobo Chavez. Both are residents of Santa Fe.
Passed Ranger Examination.
The following New Mexico men
bare passed the examination for for
est rangers: Charles H. Klssam, Wll-- j
Ham P. .awson, Sliver City; Albert
J. Connell. Loa Lunas. Two El Paso
men, W. E. Goode and R. H. Zelger,
also passed.
Official Bond.
The bond of Cole Railston of Mas
dalena, recently appointed a member
of the cattle sanitary board by c,ov
was filed
eernor W. C. McDonald,
with Secretary of State Antonio
this morning. "The amount of
the bond is $5,000.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following appointments of notaries public by Governor W. C. McDonald were filed in the orfice of
Antonio Lucero, secretary of state,
this morning: A. J. Hudspeth, White
Oaks, Lincoln county; J. H. McCarthy, Taos, Taos county; Prank Lujan,
Sanchez, San Miguel county; Ella H
Curveln, Clovls, Curry county.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
received this morning in the office
of O. N. Marron, state treasurer: J.
B. McManus, convicts' earnings, $1;
105.78; Thomas P. Gable, game and
fish warded, game protection fund,
$2.25; Charles D. Miller, state engineer, Dona Ana road fund, $1,000;
Juan J. Duran, county clerk of Union county, $192.50.
Penitentiary Recruits.
Jose D. Duran, sheriff of Guadalupe
county, Chief Deputy Anton J. Cowry and Guard George Sena brought
the following prisoners to the state
yesterday afternoon:
penitentiary
Gabriel Anaya, larceny, not less than
three years nor more than four; Am
broslo Anaya, voluntary manslaughter, not less than one year and one
day and not more than two; Patricio Gonzales, larceny of cattle, not
tats than two years nor more than
cat-nfour; TJbrado Lucero, larceny of
more
nor
two
less than
years
than four. Motion to appeal filed:
irlos Maestas, alias Julian Padla,
f. rsrery, not less than one year nor
re than 18 months.

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Kaneyroue.
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One Year

MX.

suit

tract was filed In the dlftrict court
this morning by Charles S. Peterson
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS;

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

DO YOU NEED OFFICE
2C

STATIONERY?

X
3

'

The Optic Can Furnish it,

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A
PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr, Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results.
4

g

E

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can M
ways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
2 Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery. 2

,

3
3

i

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co.
PHONE MAIN 2.

tlOHT

LAS VEGAS DAILY

LOCAL NEWS

Price

!

White Nu Bock High Button shoes
and pumps at Bacharach's.

100

at.

8

10c

to to site new prunes at

SO

0 to

60

to

25

per lb.

lc Pr

size new prunes at...

!

14c per lb.

10 to 50 slse new prunes at
80

per lb.

l--

size Sliver Prunes, tfcdhwgest

22c per lb.

packed

-- AT

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Watt...

finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
!n the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course

.55
.50
.80

.SO

.55
.75
$t.W
1.55
2.30

150 Watt
250 Watt

paying business for sale
cheap. Hearth reason. P. O. Box 262.

For the balance of this week we offer

'

Watt
40 Watt
60 Watt
25

"

FROSTED

CLEAR

Good

size new prunes

1912.

New Prices on Mazda Lamps

Try a arum of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. ,

PRUNES
120

20,

Regular dance at armory tonight.

FOR

tm to

APRIL

t

I

A Low

WC, SATURDAY,

"HI-SPEE-

$t.20
1.78
2.38

DARING Shoe for Young Men.
than
higher
"Toe raised many
degrees
.
.
mm.
moaei.
more conservative Universal"
Very short Vamp, high Swing loe, high
Arch and Heel, causing the loot to wok
shorter, and smaller, than in other snoes.
A "Vanity" Style for Young
Men who delight in

A

C. O'MALLEY
THE ELECTRICAL

Misses tow heel Suede and gun me
tal pumps all widths, all sizes at

MAN

I

J

"LADIES"

ii

.

that of the

wearing "something

different"

"The California was seafciug the
Baltic and I merely noted that It. was
an Ice report and told the captain,
he said.
Bride then said the North tier-maFrankfurt was
Lloyd steamer
the first to answer the Titanic' distress signal.
Dance at armory hall. The Hebrew
"Have you heard that the FranV
The members of Congregation
Ladies Benevolent society will give a
are requested to meet tome-ro- furt was the nearest ship to the Tidance at the armory hall Wednesday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in the tanic "
night, May!. Every one invited, ad- temple on Douglas avenue.
"Yes,
sir, Mr. Phillips told me
mission will be $1 a couple. A good
that"
lime is assured. Music will be furThe arena for the championship
"How did he know?"
nished by the Simison orchestra.
bout on July 4, the plans for which
"By the strength of the signals,"
are being drawn by E. W. Hart, the said the witness, who added that the
A ball game between the Cubs and architect, will be constructed with a
answered shortly afterCarpathia
s
Is scheduled for tomorrow seating
The wards. The witness said that 20
capacity of 20,000.
afternoon at 3 o'clock at Amusement structure will be octagonal In shape, minutes later the Frankfurt
operator
park. The Cubs is 'a team made up measuring 350 feet In diameter twt'h Interrupted to ask "what was the
of players from tba West side, and a helghth of 45 feet at the edge.
matterf
ltis said, the
are all that
Told Rescuer to "Keep Out."
students
A crowd of High school
the Mm implies, being baseball
"What did you reply?" the senator
lights from this city. No admission chaperoned by Mrs. H. S. Vi ratten inquired.
will be charged.
and Miss Mary Ccors, made up a hay
"Mr. Phillips said he was a fool
ride party to Romereville canyon last and told him to
keep out There
Miss Becker has removed her hos- Jght The start was made from was no further effort to get the
pital from the West side to the house town a short time before 6 o'clock Frankfurt's position." Time and time
at 714 Main street. The building has and a picnic supper was served in again Senator Smith asked in
varying
been
and the canyon by the girls of the party. forms
renovated,
thoroughly
why the Titanic did not
changed to meet the demands of a The return trip was made late In the
in detail its condition to the
A
modern hospital.
evening.
Frankfurt.
operating room has been installed and
the hospital is ready to receive
Good paying business for sale
The pastor of the First Christian
church will preach on Lord's day cheap. Health reason. P. O. Box 252.
morning a series of sermons on "The
White Nu Buck High Button shoes
Sabbath," and another series of sermons on Lord's day evenrngB on "The and white Nu Buck pumps, in new
Resurrection," commencing on Lord's lasts, all Bizes just received at
day next.

SPECIFICATIONS
Black Smooth Calf

Blucher Oxford
Soles 11 Sq
Single

-- Heels 128

Mon-tefior-

PHONE MAIN 193 OR MAIN 194

l

Model

D"

Military

M

Ml

Stock No.

If

gtmM

7548

M. GREENBERGER.

All-Sta-

Look for the Cupon in your Magazine that will entitle
you to one package of PUFFED RICE or one package of
PUFFED WHEAT, FREE. Sign and bring the cupon
to us and we will give you a full ize package of PUFFED
RICE or PUFFED WHEAT, whichever the cupon may
call for. This offer begins in the May issue of over 95

n

well-equipp-

Look for the Cupoa.
Do aot miss this offer.

J.

STEARNS

H.
G

R.OCC

R.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WAGONS

WEBER

EMERSON
McCORMICK

IMPLEMENTS

SWIMMING

ISMAY TRIED TO

different Magazines and weeklies.

The Rv. S. Alonso Bright, T. D.,
AVOID THE SENATE
superintendent of the New Mexico
missions of the Methodist Episcopal
church will spend the Sabbath in the
(Continued from Page Four).
city and will 'preach at the First Meavethodist ehurch, corner National
nue and Eighth street at 11 a. m. and declaring that the Titanic was being
7:30 p. m. Dr. Bright is an exception towed into Halifax:
"No, sir," said the witness with em
ally strong preacher.
Strangers in
the city are especially invited to phasis.
Senator Smith then called what he
haar him.
evidently expected to be one of the
The regular meeting of the Frater- most important witnesses, Harold S.
nal Brotherhood will be held Monday Bride, the sole surviving wireless operator of the Titanic. Crippled as a
night in the O. R. C. hall. A special
of his experiences, he was
meeting has been called for Tuesday result
in an invalid's chair to the
wheeled
hal1
of
the
PycU'as
Knights
night in
the committee sat.
table
where
State Manager H. TJ. Boer will adfc the usual procedure,"
"Contrary;
dress the meeting of Tuesday nlghl
unon the new rates of the orde.--. barge said Mr. Smltlj, "I must put you
oath."
der
attendance Is desired at oth
Bride remembered receiving and
tie
regarding
sending messages
speed of the Titanic on its trial tests.
After leaving Southampton on the
Titanic's fatal trip he could not remember
receiving or sending any
YOUR SPRING
messages for Iamay. After testifyHOUSE-GLEANING
ing he made no permaneat record of
the iceberg warnings, Bride Insisted
he gave the memorandum of the
Can be made much lighter
warning) to the officer on wstsh. The
name of the officer he could not tell.
ry sending us your
"I know officers by sight but not
Blankets, small
by name," he said. He did not inform Captain Smith. Bride said he
Rugs, etc.
saw Phillips in the operating room.
Our charges are reasonable
"He told me he thought the boat
had been injured in some way and he
and service .prompt.
expected she would have to go back
PRICES ON BLANKETS ARE:
to the builders," said Bride.
"Immediately the captain came In
.15
Single Cotton.
and said we had better send out a
"
25
Double
call for assistance," testified Bride.
25
Wool
"Phillips asked If he wanted to send
Single
a
distress call. The captain said he
"
.50
Double
did. I could read what Phillips sent
"C. Q. D."
A trial will convince you
"How soon did he get a reply "
"As far as I know, immediately. I
could not hear what he received,
however."
The witness told of having Intercepted a message from the California intended for the Baltic, which
told of the presence of three large
icebergs near the former vessel.
Phone Main 81 617 Douglas
"I gave the message to the captain
personally," he said.
Lace-Curtain-

KMl.me

VEHICLE
HARNESS

of

THE PLAZA

X

SADDLES

SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

At the Holne of Quality

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry

Just Received a Carload of

MOSES BEST FLOUR
NOME

BETTER

PANSY SEED

Bought

This' Week

a

Useful Souvenir
I

I-

WHITE

BLACK
YELLOW

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
We Always Have

the Best of Everything Eatable

Also a
507 Sinh Strrel

PERRY ONION & SON

Vegas Light & Power Co.

Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Reynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

Hal'ett Reynolds Cashier

Davis Vice President

rl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M4

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Everybody reads The Optic.

Time Deposits

We Have

SPECIAL
CASH

PRICES
tt!

-

Every Day in
the Month
Quality andService
r

BOUCHER'S
Vinl2l

RON.

I

Mar-wlck-

AT

cheaper mixture at 5c per pkt.
Phant

Lls

k

Guaranteed

MIXED

tOc Per Pkt.

-

ELECTRIC

non-ass-

Advertised Prices

PURPLE

BLUE

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

of it.

-

In

this Hoosier Cabinet the owner has put

"The Store

of Satisfaction'"

32 articles

at her fingers

ends.

Clean up your Kitchen
In W Minutes

Will Meet any and all

In separate colors

We Will Give With Every Ptfty Pound Sack

CLASSES

Beginning with the week of April
29 A. R. Marwlck secretary of the
Y. M. C. A. will conduct a swimming
class in the association pool. The
classes are for the benefit of the men
of Las Vegas, being not confined to
asociatlon members alone. A
al fee will be charged for
ciatlon men, These classes have not
been definitely formed and any who
wish to Join should apply to Mr. Mar-wicat an early date. The hours set
for he swimming classes will be arranged for the convenience of the
students, giving all an opportunity to
take advantage of them.
There will be classes of men and
boys the age limits for youths being
6 years.
The art of swimming Is
one in which all men and boys should
be adept and It is expected that a
large number will take the opportunity of learning under the tutelage of a
skilled teacher.
Mr. Marwick has been in charge of
classes In several associations In the
east and he is himself the student of
COrson, one of the best swimming
's
teachers in America. It Is Mr.
intention to run the classes for
a period of about two months, ample
time for persons to learn the art of
swimming, under the direction of an
instructor. However, It is advisable
to Join the class at the beginning and
have the advantage of the entire
course.

A woman washed and dried 32 dishes and put
everything
away, with the aid of her Hoosier Cabinet. A half million
other women find their work equally easy. They save endless miles of steps.
A dollar a week puts a Hoosier in
your Kitchen.

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON.
Exclusive Local Agents.

in

